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Battle (Wide Area) &gt; Battles (General) &gt; Conquest Multiple Enemies (All/All Available) Battles (Wide Area) &gt; Battles (General) &gt; Transaction Damage (All/Available) Unity &gt; Unity (Shared C) &gt; Conquer Able enemy C (Shared C)&gt&gt&gt. Unity Leader C (UC) and enemies (must have a unified leader
with confidence) and others &gt; daily goals &gt; conquer multiple enemies and conquer (D) you will not have access to or unification quests, but if you do, take them. My guide will refer to additional quests to pick up. Basic tips are always available if you have food, sanctions/imperial standing/ion, and FoV/GoV book
refresh/regen. Always have the latest weapons/armor available for your class. It will improve the speed at which you kill stuff. Always summon trusts back to a few levels, they won't level up with you. For marzipan classes, the sub/dnc or/nin and double-whalering clubs are considered proximity/cast, because the trust
must be involved in order to be active. From outside the city area, start just outside the city exit and head to La Thien/Constadt/Tahrongi (depending on where you start). Maps are not required, it is basically the entire area. RoE Quest (by Level): Battle (Area) &gt; Battles (Original Area 1) &gt; Conflict: Battle of West
Lonpaor (Region) &gt; Battle (Original Area 1) &gt; Conflict: Battle of East Lonpaor (Area 3) &gt; Battle (Original Area 3) &gt; Dispute: Battle of West Sarutabar (Region) (Area) &gt; Battle (Original Area 3) &gt; Conflict: East Sarutabarruta Battle (Region) &gt; Battle (Original Area 2) &gt; Conflict: Battle of North Gustaver
(Region 2) &gt; Battle: South Gustaveberg Balkur sand dunes. You can start at the exit of the Constadt Highland scand yves with lizards and goblins. Around lvl.20 you can proceed towards leeches, sheep, goblins, and crabs near Selvina. RoE Quest: Battle (Area) &gt; Battle (Original Area 1) &gt; Conflict: Valkum Dune
Alternative: Marital Peninsula Kufarm Island. Then you can pugils up to 35, leeches. RoE Quest: Battle (Area) &gt; Battle (Original Area 4) &gt; Conflict: Kupium Island Galliage Citadel. Take GoV page 2 and kill the beetles/bats. RoE Quest: Battle (Area) &gt; Battle (Original Area 3) &gt; Conflict: Gariedge Citadel
Alternative: Crawler's Nest Escha-Jita - To access this area, you'll need to complete The Rhapsody of Vana Diel Mission Edith. You can kill about 47 leeches, but in most cases try to avoid them. At 51/52, kill up to 60 along the direct route from Worm to Dalmels/Weapons. 55-65 South of Cools Portal 2.  You can kill
these up to about 65-68 and then xp speed drops pretty fast 65-75 eagles and corses to the north of Portal 4.  Exp drops about 73 75-85 Goobbues and Wasps. Portal 8's.  Don't bother snaping with weeds, they have plenty of Goobbues and wasps inflicting too many status effects worth. Just outside Barplough Bush 60-
65 Whitegate, you can do E. coli. 65-70 will be colibri (not below), and baflau has some good E. coli camps. 70-80 you fight greater E. coli, and this camp can reach you through Nizul Island. RoE Quest: Battle (Area) &gt; Battle (Art Urgan) &gt; Dispute: Barflau Bush Alternative: Onzozoriro (60-70), Eshazita
(Gobus/Wasp) (75-85) Dan 80-85, Wadi Goblin/ Worms and 85-90 Monkeys in RoE Quest: Battle (Area) &gt; Battle (Originally Area 2) &gt; Clash: Dangloop wa Seizak Battlefield 99! RoE Quests: Combat (Region) &gt; Combat (Adoulin 1) &gt; Conflict: Ceizak Battlegrounds I Alternatives: Yahse Hunting Grounds
(Mandragoras) 2002 video game Final Fantasy XIDeveloper (s) Square (before April 1, 2003) Enix Square Publisher (s) PlayStation 2 Sony Computer Entertainment Microsoft Windows, Sony Computer Entertainment Xbox 360 Square (before April 1, 2003) Square Enix Director (s) Koichi Ishii (1999–2003) Nobuaki
Komoto (2003–2008) Koichi Ogawa (2008–2010) Aki Matsuhikoi (2010) Mizuki Ito (2010–2016) Yoji Fujito (2016)) Producer (s) Hiromichi Tanaka (1999–2012) Akihiko Matsui (2012-) Designer Hiromichi TanakaProgrammer (s) Ken NaritaArtist(s) Ryosuke AibaWriter (s) Nobu Aki Komoto Masato Kato Composer(s)
Naoshi Mizuta Kumi Tanioka Nobuo Uematsu SeriesFinal FantasyPlatform (s) PlayStation 2 Microsoft Windows Xbox 360 Release May 16, 2002 PlayStation 2 JP : May 16, 2002NA: March 23, 2004 Microsoft Windows JP: November 7, 2002NA: October 28, 2003 EU: September 17, 2004 Xbox 360 NA: April 20, 2006:
April 20, 2006: April 20, 2006: SMode (s) Also known as Final Fantasy XI Online, it is a large-scale multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) developed and published by Square. Designed and produced by Hiromichi Tanaka, the album was launched in Japan on May 16, 2002, with a personal computer based on
PlayStation 2 and Microsoft Windows. [1] It was also the first MMORPG of the Xbox 360. [2] All versions of the game require a monthly subscription to play. [3] A story set in the fantasy world of Vanadieel, where player-created avatars can compete and collaborate on a variety of objectives, can earn a variety of classes,
skills, and in-game item rewards. Players can perform an array of quests and progress through the main plots of the game through the in-game hierarchy. Since its debut in 2002, five expansion packs have been released, along with six add-on scenarios. Each expansion pack and add-on add new majors Final Fantasy
XI in the world, with numerous regions, quests, events and item rewards. In 2015, Square Enix unveiled the final main scenario for Final Fantasy XI. [5] Final Fantasy XI became the final active server on PlayStation 2 online service. Support for PlayStation 2 and Xbox 360 versions were ultimately ended on March 31,
2016,[6] leaving the PC platform only to be able to play. Square Enix is developing a mobile client in collaboration with Korean developer Nexon. [7] Spinoff mobile game Final Fantasy Grandmaster was released on September 30, 2015. Gameplay Final Fantasy XI is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game
(MMORPG), which differs from the previous titles of the series in many ways. Unlike the predefined protagonists of previous Final Fantasy titles, players can customize their characters in a limited way, such as choosing from one of five races and choosing gender, face style, hair color, body size, occupation, and country
loyalty. Also different from previous games in the series, the game takes place in a fully 3D landscape with free roaming circles, allowing battles to occur in real time as opposed to random encounters used in previous games - a trend that continues to be in final fantasy titles since all numbers. [8] There are currently 16
open game worlds, with 32 game-high players from approximately 15,000 to 20,000 players. [9] In mid-2011, a personal test server was opened for qualified players to support feedback on game development updates. The server is named after monsters summoned from previous Final Fantasy titles such as Iflit and
Diavolos. Square Enix charges a world transfer fee, but players can move between servers. [10] [11] There are no regional or system-specific servers, and unlike most online games, players from other languages play in the same world and can interact with automatic language translations in the translated syntax library.
[12] The game server runs on Square-Enix as part of the PlayOnline network. Interface A players participate in the sequence of conversations to advance the story. Players can use a combination of keyboard, mouse and controller to play Final Fantasy XI. By default, players using PlayStation 2 or Xbox 360 use the
virtual/in-game keyboard option, but players can use an external keyboard that is a compatible USB for in-game communication. The head-up display of Final Fantasy XI consists of log windows, menus, and several game information elements. The log window at the bottom of the screen displays other players' system
messages, battle messages, and text inputs. Players can choose to filter what appears in the log window. The menu allows players to access them. Command, state windows, and configuration options. The Task Commands menu appears just above the log window and gives players several options to interact with the
game world. You can use keyboard shortcuts to use several menu options. [13] Final Fantasy XI's basic gameplay story-related gameplay consists of two main components: quests that tell the game's main story and fill the fantasy world of the game without telling a major story. [14] Completing a mission allows players to
rank and grant access to new areas, permissions, and other stories. At first, players can complete missions for their homeland, but later change their loyalty, giving them access to stories from other countries. You can go on quests for a variety of rewards or earn a reputation in NPCs where your character can become a
famous and respected character. The high-profile ranks open new interactions and quests with NPCs, with more than 100 quests available at the time of release, and each expansion pack has its own missions and quests. [15] Players earn in-game money known as The Way to Complete Missions, Quests and Defeat
Beastman, but unlike previous Final Fantasy games, this monster will drop only a small amount. Gil can then exchange items through the auction house among game players or use them to purchase items and rewards from NPCs. Unlike some MMORPG, pvp battles are almost focused, and instead players focus on
player-to-player environments (PvE). There are a variety of PvE activities and events that players can participate in, including instance activities and shared space activities. Some examples include Dynamite, Salvage, Attack, and Nizul Isle, with 6-64 players participating. [16] This battleground provides players with a set
of goals that they can overcome or complete, and a set of objectives to defeat enemies. Popular shared space activities include infamous monster hunting, rare lysis, and dropping valuable loot. The only way to attack other players in PvP is to enter one in one competitive activity known as Collision. [17] The first form of
competition, called Ballista, involves players competing to score points by throwing Petra into a castle-like structure called Rook. [18] [19] The second form is called Brenner, which captures the flag type system. Sometimes special seasonal festivals and events are held. They last for a set period of time and offer a variety
of fun or useful rewards. Over time, many events change, adding new features and removing old features. These events are represented at a certain level, often limiting the player to level 1, allowing both veteran and novice players to participate. Instead of Valentine's Day, events that correspond to real life, such as
Valentine's Day, Egg Hunt Egg-Stravaganza instead of Easter, and The Starlight Celebration instead of Christmas, are often themed. A group photo of a link shellguild in battle and party system games. The Battle of Final Fantasy XI takes place in a world in which players move, the first in a series where battles
previously took place on separate screens through random encounters. The surprises of the random encounter system are achieved through aggressive monsters that will attack the player based on other factors such as sight and sound. This format continues in future Final Fantasy games. Monsters in the game operate
in a system of claims and hostility. Monsters claim moments when a player engages in physical, magical, or capable attacking behavior. With a few exceptions, once a monster is claimed it can only be attacked by a player's party or ally who claims it. Monsters will focus on the ones who have built the most hostility.
Players have several means to increase hostility or gain an edge in battle by using several means, including spells, abilities, and items. Players can join the party in order to defeat more powerful monsters and gain experience points efficiently. A regular party has a space for six members. Like many other games, a
balanced party consists of several circular- namely healers, tanks (party members with high defenses to be the main target of monsters) and damage dealers. The hostility system plays heavily in the party as the player tries to keep the attention of the monsters in the tank with fragile work. Working with a balanced team is
the only way to defeat many enemies in the game. A party can be expanded into alliances with a total of 18 players, with up to three parties combined. You'll need alliances to complete more challenging tasks, such as missions, quests, country or territorial-oriented events, and defeating notorious monsters. Most final
gameplay consists of allied forces that overcome these high-level challenges, and multiple alliances can enter specific instances owned by a group of players (for example, dynamite instance items are controlled by hourglass items). The incarnation of Final Fantasy XI's marginal break is weapon technology. Given
physical damage fills the Tactical Point (TP) bar, up to 3000. Quantities greater than 1000 can be used by moving to the channel with weapon technology. These skills are effective depending on the class class, the weapon they are equipped with, how full the TP bar is, and how proficient the player is with the weapon. If
you're partying with other players, you can use these weapon skills in succession. You can create a skill chain. After using a series of weapon skills, the skill chain deals additional damage. The magic used in the skill chain in a timely manner will further amplify the damage. This is called magic burst. To create the best
skill chains and magic bursts, players need to work together to focus on each other's actions and timings. See also The Working System: Final Fantasy CharacterS Use the Concept of Working Final Fantasy XI to Change Things in a Similar Way to Final Fantasy III,[20] and Twenty-Two Jobs as the latest expansion pack
in 2013. There are six standard tasks to choose from at the start of the game. Once you've reached standard catch level 30, you'll be able to complete certain quests to get more work. Players can change jobs at any time by consulting inside the house or with Nomad Muggle. In June 2010, the long-level limit of 75 was
gradually increased to a high level cap of 99, which ended in the December 2011 version update. Jobs have a unique combination of class talents, job abilities, and magic spells, and their specialty play a specific role within group play. Job attributes are passive abilities that are always applied, and players must activate
them in order for them to be applied. It lasts a limited amount of time and has a waiting period that can be reused. Magic spells can be used in certain tasks, and in addition to the wait time, users often consume MP or certain types of items to cast while still they need to stand still. Each task also has a special one-hour
ability to perform special functions. The unique system of the work system of Final Fantasy XI is a supporting task. [21] This system allows players to augment characters with abilities, talents, and spells in other selected tasks at half the level of the current task. For example, level 20 Warrior Set Ninja can use all the ninja
abilities as their support ingest, talents, and levels of those up to 10 ninjas, still being level 20 warriors. However, there are a few exceptions to the system. One-hour ability and other abilities that are considered to sign a specific class (such as Dragun's Call Wyvern) are limited to being used only in key tasks. Crafting
and hobbies Chocovos's impressions, breeding and racing can take part in a variety of side mini-games and other activities in addition to completing quests and missions. [8] One of these mini-games is fishing, and the player can measure its power against the fish they try to catch. The other is that the player Horticulture
allows players to raise plants in their residences, or mog house as it is known in the game. [22] Breeding and breeding of Chocobos was a long-requested activity in the summer 2006 update. [23] The Chocobo Race began in March 2007, when the player-raised Chocovos was able to race against non-player characters
(NPCs). Winning racers can earn Chocobucks and, for example, use them to purchase items to help them breed Chocobo. [24] An important part of the game is the accumulation of especially rare things that allow players to create powerful weapons, armor and food. You can collect items in a variety of ways, including
harvesting, excavation, logging, mining, monster defeat, and digging using Chocoboss. Square Enix wanted to increase the opportunity for players to find rare items to equalize the game and stop the practice of selling the road or to exchange real money for in-game items. [25] Some players have exploited the system,
temporarily shutting down the item auction system. [26] Items can be created by ingesting different components and elemental crystals (acquired while fighting monsters) in the process of synthesis. [27] Recipe results can vary greatly depending on the player's skill, the quality of the player's equipment to wear, and the
material used. Big speculation about the phase of the moon (although not yet documented) is the direction the player is facing, the in-game day (elements are allocated every day of the week), and even the time of day is synthesized to increase or decrease the outcome of the recipe. The Game Economy Final Fantasy
XI has a player-based economy and relies heavily on auction houses in each major city of Vanadiel. There are certain economic controls mainly in the form of fees to raise prizes at auctions. Traffic, auction houses, item storage, and fees do not go to the player. This road sink effectively removes money from the economy
to prevent inflation. The city of Jeuno used to levy taxes on bazaar purchases within the city, but was removed from the patch in the December version update 2008 version update. [28] Square Enix said the transaction of items for real currency is officially a violation of the Terms of Service for Final Fantasy XI. [29] In
early 2006, Square Enix discovered that a group of players had found a way to create game calls and exchange them for real currency, which increased the price of all items throughout the game. As a result, 700 accounts were permanently banned and 300 billion long cycles were removed. [30] In July 2006, Square
Enix banned or suspended more than 8,000 other accounts for similar operations and commerce. [31] Since 2006, Square Enix has regularly banned accounts that have been found to be violating the terms and conditions, Among them, we use third-party tools to effectively remove billions of dollars of gold from the in-
game economy. The synopsis setting final fantasy XI is the world of Bana Diel, a rich world with a variety of climates, from the northern glaciers and the southern desert to celestial and celestial lands. [32] Vanadiel is divided into regions that are divided into regions known as regions. The area is available for exploration
and consists of outdoor areas, dungeons, cities and towns. Players can explore parts of Vana Diel, including Middle Eastern lands, the Near East, with the launch of a job seeker in Adulin, near the Middle East, and the West. [33] Six city-states exist in the available lands, the Republic of Bastok, the Kingdom of Sandoria,
the League of Windhurst, the Grand Duchy of Juno, the Art Urgan Empire and the Holy City of Adulin. Most areas are accessible by walking, but various means of transportation, from classic Final Fantasy chocobo and airships to special spells, facilitate movement throughout the gaming world. According to ancient
legend, Vanadiel was created as a playground for gods and their children, who were born in a giant, perceptive crystal. Hoping to finally be one with the gods, they built a path to paradise. But they were spitting about their injustices, and their cities were thrown to the sea floor. After seeing their children perish and filled
with sorrow, the goddess Altana shed five tears that brought life to the five enlightened races of Vana Diel. But the twilight god, Promatia, blamed her weaknesses and the life that took place thereafter. Promatia cursed five races with the darkest attributes: Humes' indifference, Elvan's arrogance, Galca's wrath,
Tarrutaru's cowardice, and Mitra's envy. Because he had created beasts and commanded them to fight the people of Vanadeiel forever and to capture their hearts, these children would not have had time to build the same path as the people before them. [32] The creation of legendary perceptual crystals, gods, children,
and the truth behind them features several Final Fantasy XI expansion packs as the main plot points, while the beast is some of the main antagonists of the game. The events of the game were 20 years after the Crystal War, the mid-land nation of Bastok, the devastating war of Sandoria and Windhurst defeated the
shadowy Lord and the army of the beast. Players can deal with the aftermath of this conflict in the original story, and travel back in time to help in the war effort with the goddess's extended pack wings. There are many parallel worlds, such as Dynamite and Abyssea, where the beasts conquered the land by winning the
Crystal War. Character Final The XI features five playable races known as enlightened races, which can be played in final fantasy XI. From left to right: Galka, Misra, Hume, Elvan and Tarrutu. Elvan's proud warriors are home to the Kingdom of Sando. Elvan has unwavering pride and faith in his beliefs and many prefer a
strict lifestyle as skilled knife fighters, avoiding the business world. Elvan Racing has high strength and heart, but low MP and intelligence. Elvan is said to have been cursed by the sins of Oman. Originating from the city of Bastok, Humes is the most common race in Vanadiel and is known for its intelligence and high level
of technology in many areas. Humes has equally balanced powers and is said to have been cursed with the sin sin of apathy. They play the humanrole of the game. The capital of Galca, a huge race of powerful warriors, was destroyed by war 600 years ago. Most of the surviving galca settled in Bastok, and is currently
used by the city as a cheap lower labor. Galka doesn't have a female opponent, but he reproduces it through reincarnation. They have the highest HP and vitality in the game, but also have the lowest MP. Galka is cursed with anger. Misra Mitra is a race of hunters who live with Tarutaru in Windhurst. They are known for
their energy, curiosity, and their tendency to cause pranks. Because sexual imbalances in racial males are rare, only female Mitra is the only gender that can play women away from home. Mitra has high dexterity and agility, but low HP and charisma. Miss ra is cursed with envy. Tararutu, a race of skilled magic users of
the Tarutaru Windhurst League, is physically similar to children and their size does not reflect their age. Tarataru is playful but cunning. They have the highest MP and intelligence in every race, but with the lowest HP and strength. Tarrutaru is said to have been cursed with cowardice. [8] In addition to the playable races,
there are two other non-playable races known as Jill Art and Kuluu. This ancient species was considered extinct and is the focus of the first two game expansions. There is also a large support cast of NPCs involved in quests, missions, and game storylines. The game features several typical Final Fantasy demons,
including Goblins, Sahagins and Tonberry. Some of these races are known as beastmen, and they exhibit self-awareness, emotions, culture and religion by distinguishing demons higher than the average intellect. Complex relationships, biased views, and the reason for the conflict between enlightened races and
beastmen are plot points throughout the game. [34] Final Fantasy XI appears in the Disdia game series of The Women's Tarrutaru Black Majishanto of The Windurst Story, Famous voice actor Megumi Hayashibara is in the Japanese version, and Kandi Milo of the English version. [35] [36] The entire game adds Elvan
Frisch, a woman from Tanazia, the protagonist of the Promatia Expansion Pack. The plot storyline is mainly based on missions through the governing countries that exist in the basic game, as well as the player affiliate disextension. Belonging to a country or governing body is relatively simple and sometimes a
prerequisite quest is completed and multiple stages of progress are required to achieve higher recognition and reward in each story. Some tasks must be completed to further advance to the start of each extension or additional storyline in a specific area. As a resident of one of the three major countries - Sandaria,
Bastok and Windhurst - you need to start the game and unite the nation against the resurrected Shadow Monarch. The expansion of Zilat shows that the crystal war and the resurrection of the shadow monarch were ruled by Ald Narce and Kam Lanaut, the Prince of Gillat who survived the extinction of the race. Du
Jillwatt plans to become a god by opening the way to paradise, and the player is accused of thwarting the plan. Promatia's chains revolve around an Elvan girl named Frisch and the dead twilight god Promatia, who originally cursed the Gilat race, and various factions attempting to complete or stop his resurrection.
Bahamuth is involved in the incident and attempts to destroy Vanadiel to prevent Promatia from absorbing the world's life. Art Urgan's treasure is about the Art Urgan Empire, which opens to the state of the Midlands after years of self-imposed isolation. As a new and powerful country, it is a concern for the country of the



player being dispatched as a representative. Players are caught up in the conspiracy of the Empress's court and the growing fear of war and darkness coming from Art Urgan. The Wings of the Goddess mainly occurs in the era of Crystal Wars, 20 years in the past in the major Final Fantasy XI settings. However, Lillyjet
and her partner meet Lily, who denies lily-jetting and tries to keep her at war with her alternative version of the timeline. The seekers of Adulin are concerned about the western continental archipelago of Adulin and the sacred city of Adulin. The city was now the center of colonization 200 years ago, but when the
colonization efforts failed on the main continent of Ulbuka, the country declined sharply due to population decline and focused on trade. Colonization has begun once. Players are free to explore the area. Vanadiel's Rhapsodis is about the threat posed by the dark cloud and the player's alternate timeline version and the
conclusion of the Final Fantasy XI storyline. According to producer Hiromichi Tanaka, the Development Final Fantasy XI is the most representative title of the Final Fantasy series. [37] The idea of developing Final Fantasy XI as an online game was devised by Hironobu Sakaguchi when he founded Square Pictures
headquarters in Hawaii. Sakaguchi was impressed by Western MMORPG such as Everquest, which persuaded Square to start developing its own MMORPG and suggested that it be based on the Final Fantasy series. [37] The team in charge of The Chrono Cross has been assigned to develop the Final Fantasy XI after
the English localization of the previous title. [38] Development began in November 1999. The game was the first game developed under Square's new philosophy to develop for all platforms and media. [39] The game's producer, Hiromichi Tanaka, said final fantasy XI was heavily influenced by Final Fantasy III, especially
the combat and magic system. [20] According to Tanaka, Square put the Final Fantasy XI into the most [representative] final fantasy of all episodes by putting something that could not be put into the first Final Fantasy title due to technical limitations. [37] The game was developed and run on the Nvidia GeForce 4 Ti
GPU, and Wada Square explained that it was the most powerful graphics processor available at the time. [40] The game cost between 2 and 3 billion yen ($17-$25 million) to be produced with PlayOnline Network Services and is estimated to be profitable over five years. [41] The development costs have been reduced
by 66% by languages to create an integrated gaming world instead of different ones. [42] [43] Since the recurring monsters in the series are known by different names in the Japanese and English versions of the other installments, Final Fantasy XI decided to use both Japanese and English names for different types of
monsters. [42] The PlayStation 2 version of the game comes with a 40GB hard drive that requires you to connect to the network. It was originally announced that there would be a simultaneous release on PlayStation 2 and Microsoft Windows as well as simultaneous Japanese and US releases, but this has changed
later. [44] There was some discussion about the Xbox release, but it was largely abandoned because of a small 8GB hard drive. [9] Originally announced at the Yokohama Millennium Conference in January 2000, there was a great deal of negative media. [45] There was a question about naming the game 11th, because
it wasn't clear whether the game would have a structured story, so in the end we needed a title. Final Fantasy Online was proposed. [46] After beta testing in Japan in August 2001, the public Beta Test was conducted in Japan in December 2001. [47] After the PC release, Final Fantasy XI was listed as one of IGN's most
anticipated PlayStation 2 2 games of 2 0004. [48] Sony launched a multi-million dollar advertising campaign to promote Final Fantasy XI with PlayStation 2 hard drive add-ons that require games. [49] Released on PlayStation 2 as well as personal computers, it became the first cross-platform MMORPG ever created. [1]
On June 14, 2002, the game server was down for four hours for maintenance to the database server, bug fixes in the text interface, and new patches for game clients. [50] This is thought to be the first patch ever released for console games. [51] Other initial issues included complaints from American players who had
already completed all quests by Japanese players. Square Enix responded by adding a new server that has a game world with fewer professional players. [15] Final Fantasy XI is one of the first cross-console video games and continues to update the software to allow the game to run on the new console. On March 8,
2007, a patch was released that made it possible to play games in French and German. Square Enix pointed out that the use of Nintendo's friend code was the main reason final fantasy XI was not brought to the Wii. [52] In December 2006, PlayStation 2 was able to install versions of PlayStation 2 Play Online and Final
Fantasy XI and run on PlayStation 3. The Vana'Diel Collection 2008 had problems installing the Disc 2 PlayStation for PlayStation 3, causing it to be unavailable at first because they were not on Sony's HDD-compatible title list on the PlayStation 3 at the time. This issue was resolved on December 18, 2007, when Sony
released a firmware update 2.10 for playstation 3. This allowed us to play 20GB model #CECHB01, 60GB model #CECHA01 and 80GB model #CECHE01 FFXI. After working with Microsoft to address compatibility issues with Windows Vista and Final Fantasy XI, Square Enix released a downloadable version of the
PlayOnline client compatible with the operating system, although a small bug emerged. [53] On September 1, 2010, Akihiko Matsui became the director of final fantasy XI. [54] Just three months later, on December 10, 2010, Matsui left the Final Fantasy XI team and worked as a lead combat system designer at Square
Enix's new MMO Final Fantasy XIV. His replacement as director of the Final Fantasy XI is Ito Mizuki. [55] In an interview with Former Final Fantasy XI producer Hiromichi Tanaka on July 13, 2011, Square Enix revealed that it is investigating the possibility of transferring Final Fantasy XI to Sony PlayStation Vita. [56] On
June 24, 2012, The Barafest 2012 Festival is held in Yokohama, Japan. Hiromichi Tanaka, who is celebrating the 10th anniversary of the launch of Japan's Final Fantasy XI, announced that he has left Square Enix as a producer of the game for health reasons. Akihiko Matsui was chosen to replace him. [57] In 2006,
200,000 to 300,000 active players logged in per day, a total of 500,000 active players and about 150,000 online players at a time. [58] In April 2009, Square Enix first announced that the total number of active characters exceeded 2 million. [59] In June 2012, Square Enix president Yoichi Wada announced that Final
Fantasy XI was the most lucrative title in the Final Fantasy series. [60] Music Uematsu emphasized multicultural communication in his compositions. Main text: Music from Final Fantasy XI composed by Naoshi Mizuta, Tanioka Gumi, and Nobuo Uematsu. [61] The composer Yasunori Mitsuda was also asked to
contribute, but at the time he was unable to do so by scoring zenosa's music. [45] After Tanioka left to work on another project, only Mizuta won five expansion packs after Uematsu left Square Enix. The opening of the game features Esperanto lyrics and choral music. [45] According to Uematsu, the choice of language
was intended to symbolize the developer's hope that their online games can contribute to multicultural communication and cooperation. He also pointed out that the difficulty in scoring games without linear plot has increased and there are significant changes to previous Final Fantasy games. It was the first game in a
series he composed when he was no longer a Square Enix employee. [62] New music was used for special events, such as the Jeuno-Starlight Celebration, which can be heard in Juno city from mid-December 2004 to late December, with holiday scores titled Jeuno-Starlight Celebration. The game's music has been
released several times in CD form and has appeared in Final Fantasy concerts. Some of the songs released on iTunes, such as the vocalist Munworld, were released in the July 2005 patch, which was released on September 13, 2005 in japan's iTunes store. [63] Edited CD Box was released on March 28, 2007 titled
Final Fantasy XI Original Soundtrack Premium Box, which includes four original soundtracks from Final Fantasy XI and three extended sets, as well as four original soundtracks from the game and the unreleased Final Fantasy XI Piano Collection. [64] Dear Friends - Music from Final Fantasy - Music from Final Fantasy,
2004-2005 Concert Series, featured Ron Foute from Final Fantasy XI. A 10-track album inspired by Final Fantasy XI titled Music From the Other Side of Vanadiel, released by Star Onion on August 24, 2005. [65] Extension and add-on Final Fantasy XI is released every few years. The expansion pack adds a new story,
Areas, quests, and content for the game are small, adding a smaller selection of the aforementioned items. All expansion packs and add-ons have been released on PlayStation 2, Microsoft Windows, and Xbox 360, except for a job seeker of Adulin, and the PlayStation 2 release outside Japan. [66] The title year note is
jill art (jiratonogenai, lighting). Zilart's Phantom][67] Expansion Pack JP: 2003NA: 2003NA: 2003PAL: 2004[68] When the news was first circulated about the expansion into Final Fantasy XI, the title of the game was thought to be Final Fantasy XI: Girard's vision and whether it was also his free upgrade or not online test
[6] the online test play system supported fantasy XI. [69] The demo version of the Xbox 360 release of the game was the first game of the Xbox 360 that required the use of hard drive additions. [70] This game introduced not only the draggun, but also the samurai and ninja. [71] Promatia Chains (Promatia, Puromacia No
Jubaku, Light. Curse of Promatia) [72] Expansion Pack JP: 2004NA: November 7, 2004, November 7, 2006, November 7, 2006, 2007 2007 New Version of The New Vannael Collection. [73] We've been able to explore 40 new areas, and there's no new classes or new game mechanics for characters to learn from new
quests and missions. [74] Art Urgan Treasures (Kshouldugan No Hiho, Lighting. Aht Urhgan's Hidden Treasures) [75] Expansion Pack JP: 2006NA: 2006PAL: 2006PAL: The game has been released in three expansions and the Vana Diel Collection 2007 on pCs. The expansion included three new jobs. Puppetmaster,
Pirate, Blue Marge. [76] The final update to the fall 2007 expansion finally allowed players to enter the captain's ranks. The Wings of the Goddess (Aurtana, Arunana No Sinpei, Lighting. Altana's Holy Soldier) [77] Expansion Pack JP: 2007NA: The fourth expansion of the 2007 Final Fantasy XI was announced in The
Japan Square on May 12, 2007. [78] The expansion comes for PlayStation 2 and Xbox 360 on November 20; The PC version was delayed until November 21 due to manufacturing issues. The expansion was broadcast live on November 22, 2007 and is now available for play. On November 20, 2007, Square Enix
updated Final Fantasy XI in preparation for the expansion. This update includes a new large-scale campaign battle and a variety of new spells and job abilities. [79] Dancers and scholar jobs were introduced to the expansion, and equipment known as Artifact Armor was released in the March 10, 2008 update. [80] Crystal
Prophecy: Praise of Life Add Scenario 2009[81] Masato Kato, Original Scenario Final Fantasy XI and Jill Art's extended pack return to work on these features of The Rise. Unlike traditional expansion packs, this chapter, thought to be an interactive novel, focuses on deepening the story of the existing location rather than
introducing new areas. [82] Mugle Kupo Etat was originally thought to be a scary story, but it became comical as it was developed. [83] We created an add-on series to tell stories that developers like Masato Kato wanted to draw conclusions. [83] Some experienced players criticized the start of a simple import quest with
add-ons, and later Kato explained that it was made for novice players. [83] Mugle Kupo Detat: The Little Dose of Evil Santoto Ascension: The Legendary Torn, Abyssea Vision of Her Empire in The Extra Battlefield 2010[84] Abyssea is an area of combat made up of characters at level 75 and above. There, players take
part in activities such as leveling, engaging in battles with enemies, and collecting powerful equipment. The first paid addition to the Final Fantasy XI failed to focus on adding new storylines. [85] The Scar of Avilin's Abyssi Hero [33] Extended Pack JP: The Fifth Extension of the 2013 Final Fantasy XI, a job seeker of
Adulin, was announced at BanaFest 2012, the 10th anniversary of the launch of Japan, in Yokohama. Two new jobs will appear in the new expansions, Geomancer and Rune Fencingr. [66] The extension also includes seven powerful bosses, a new western continent called Adulin. [86] Because it was the last game
released on PlayStation 2 in Asia[66] Adulin's job seekers are not available on consoles outside Japan. Vanadiel [87] Main Scenario NA: 2015JP: 2015: As part of the 2015 press conference, Vanadiel's Rhapsody is the final main scenario and will tie together 14 years of Final Fantasy XI, billed as the ultimate edit of all
the characters we've achieved so far. The scenario consists of three separate chapters, released in May, August, and November 2015. [88] Reception Critical Reception Aggregate Score AggregatorScoreAggregated AggregatorScoreGameRankingsPS2: 85% [89] PC: 82%[90] X360: 69%[91] Metacritic PS2: 85/100[92]
PC: 85/100[93]X: 66/100 [94] Review ScoreScoreParitz38/40 [95][96] GameSpot8.2/10 [97] GameSpy [98]IGN8.8/10[99] Final Fantasy XI has received positive reviews from critics. Review website Game Rankings and Meta Critics gave PlayStation 2 versions 85% based on 57 reviews and 85/100 based on 49 reviews,
[89][92] PC versions based on 44 reviews and 85/100 based on 25 reviews [90] [90] X Box 360 version 69% based on 32 reviews and 66/100 reviews according to 25 reviews. [91] [94] It scored 38 out of 40. [96] Computer and video game magazinepointed that despite annoying initial registration and setup, it is one of
the most welcome MMORPG. [100] IGN called the game a well but original game and also pointed out that North American players were forced to play with experienced Japanese players who have already completed various quests of the game. [15] GameSpot criticized in the release for its unconventional control
system, long installation, and lack of player-to-player (PvP) aspects. [101] Other factors that are critical include exp grinds that include ongoing battles and crowded camp grounds to access other parts of the game. [102] The expansion has been largely positive, with praise for the amount of content added, and growing
signs that the graphics in the game are becoming outdated. [103] [104] IGN reviews in the Xbox 360 release were similar, noting that although it was a large amount of game content, it had a long-term setup process and elements of game design that required long-term investment. [105] It has also been noted that the
game is the first to move in a wildly different direction while the main number remains on the line, unlike the Crystal Chronicle game with their side series tactics. Sales and subscriptions for PlayStation 2 versions were cut at the beginning because of the limited sale of PlayStation 2 hard drives and network adapters
required for games. [106] The Japanese launch of Jill Art's Rise took first place in the first week of 2003 with 90,000 copies sold. [106] Art Urgan's Treasure, released three years later, sold more than 103,000 copies on PlayStation 2 in Japan in 2006. [107] The computer version of Final Fantasy XI in the United States
was released in October 2003 and sold 340,000 copies ($15.5 million) by August 2006. It was the 51st best-selling computer game from January 2000 to August 2006. [108] Final Fantasy XI all-in-one pack ranked 36th, and Wings of the Goddess ranked 40th in the top 50 of the best-selling Xbox 360 games in Japan as
of December 2007. [109] From April to September 2004, Square Enix continued to maintain its online gaming, especially Final Fantasy XI, with 101% revenue and a 230.9% increase in operating profit [110] revenue steadily in its subscription service in the summer of 2006. In the fall, however, Square acknowledged that
online subscription revenue was not satisfactory despite the continued performance of Final Fantasy XI. [111] [112] In December 2003, Square Enix President Yoichi Wada announced that final fantasy XI subscribers are more than 200,000, allowing the company to break even and generate revenue. [113] There were
200,000 to 300,000 active players. 2006. [114] As of August 14, 2006, the Xbox 360 version was the sixth most played game on Xbox Live. [115] In June 2012, Square Enix president Yoichi Wada announced that Final Fantasy XI was the most lucrative title in the Final Fantasy series. [60] While many MmOs have been
converted to a free-to-play model, the default monthly subscription price points for Final Fantasy XI have remained the same since their debut in 2002. [116] [117] Awards and Legacy Final Fantasy XI won the grand prize with Taiko no Tatzjin from 2002 to 2003 at the Japan Consumer Entertainment Software Association
(CESA). [118] Also received Game Spy's 2003 PC MMORPG Game of the Year award and IGN's Game of the Month in March 2004, citing a huge customization of the game and a successful cross-platform and cross-language gaming world. [119] [120] Final Fantasy XI was referenced in the online game Minano Golf
Online in the form of a Final Fantasy XI themed lobby. [121] At the 2009 Electronic Entertainment Expo, Square Enix unveiled Square Enix's next-generation MMORPG, Final Fantasy XIV Online. The game has generated some written adaptations and related prizes. Since 2003, the Final Fantasy XI novel series written
by Hasegawa Miyabi has been released in Japanese [122] in German, [123] and French. [124] Also, in 2004, Scott Ramsor's WebComic Adventure Log was commissioned by Square Enix in 2007. [125] Final Fantasy XI PlayOnline Visa and MasterCard credit cards were available in Japan, a feature that cardholders do
not include an annual fee as long as PlayOnline subscribers and various other rewards are retained. [126] There are also posters with limited edition phone cards and keychains only in Japan. [127] Multiple T-shirts can be ordered in North America, and [128] various stuffed animals and gaschaphon dolls can be used in
various ethnic sequences in the series. [129] [130] Vana Diel watches that showed in-game time were sold as well as cDs of the game's music. [131] See Square Enix Video Game Franchise Notes ^ [Panaru Fantasy Irebun] See ^ b Adams, David (January 7, 2004). Final Fantasy XI Hit subscriber milestones. Ign.
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